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Transport processes and resultant entropy production in magnetically confined plasmas are studied
in detail for toroidal systems with gyrokinetic electromagnetic turbulence. The kinetic equation
including the turbulent fluctuations are double averaged over the ensemble and the gyrophase. The
entropy balance equation is derived from the double-averaged kinetic equation with the nonlinear
gyrokinetic equation for the fluctuating distribution function. The result clarifies the spatial transport
and local production of the entropy due to the classical, neoclassical and anomalous transport
processes, respectively. For the anomalous transport process due to the electromagnetic turbulence
as well as the classical and neoclassical processes, the kinetic form of the entropy production is
rewritten as the thermodynamic form, from which the conjugate pairs of the thermodynamic forces
and the transport fluxes are identified. The Onsager symmetry for the anomalous transport equations
is shown to be valid within the quasilinear framework. The complete energy balance equation,
which takes account of the anomalous transport and exchange of energy due to the fluctuations, is
derived from the ensemble-averaged kinetic equation. The intrinsic ambipolarity of the anomalous
particle fluxes is shown to hold for the self-consistent turbulent electromagnetic fields satisfying
Poisson’s equation and Ampe`re’s law. © 1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S1070-664X~96!03206-5#
I. INTRODUCTION
Plasma transport of particles and heat in magnetically
confined toroidal systems consists of classical, neoclassical,
and anomalous ~or turbulent! processes. Both the classical
and neoclassical transport1–3 are caused by Coulomb colli-
sions of particles, while the anomalous transport4 results
from turbulent fluctuations driven by various instabilities ex-
isting in confined plasmas.
On the collisional transport, the classical process in-
volves particle gyromotion while the neoclassical process is
concerned with guiding-center drift motion in toroidal mag-
netic configurations. For the entropy production due to the
classical transport, its kinetic form defined by the collision
operator is equivalent to its thermodynamic form written as
an inner product of thermodynamic forces and their conju-
gate transport fluxes.3,5 Also, due to the spatial locality of the
process, the Onsager symmetry6 of the classical transport
matrix is directly derived from the self-adjointness of the
linearized collision operator.3,5 On the other hand, since the
long mean-free path of the guiding-center motion is involved
in the neoclassical process, the neoclassical fluxes are de-
fined through magnetic surface average, and the neoclassical
transport matrix contains parameters relating to both the col-
lisionality and the magnetic geometry. Thus, only by taking a
magnetic surface average of the kinetic form of the neoclas-
sical entropy production, we can derive the thermodynamic
form, from which conjugate pairs of the thermodynamic
forces and the neoclassical fluxes are rigorously identified.5
Then, the Onsager symmetry is shown to be robustly valid
for the neoclassical transport equations connecting the con-
jugate pairs even in nonaxisymmetric magnetic
configurations.5
Compared to the classical and neoclassical processes, it
is rather difficult to analyze the anomalous transport process
because of its nonlinearity even for more simplified configu-
rations, and extensive theoretical and experimental studies
have been performed so far.4 However, most theoretical
works on the anomalous transport have been done separately
from the neoclassical transport theory, except for works by
Shaing,7,8 Balescu,9 and by Sugama and Horton,10 which
synthesize both the neoclassical and anomalous transport
theories. These synthesized theories depend on how to for-
mulate the neoclassical and anomalous parts of the total
transport fluxes. In the works by Shaing7,8 and by Balescu,9
the separation of variables into the average and fluctuating
parts is done at the level of the fluid momentum balance
equations, while, in the theory by Sugama and Horton10 as
well as in the present work, the plasma kinetic equation is
divided into the ensemble-averaged part and the fluctuating
part, and the fluctuation-particle interaction operator Da @de-
fined by Eq. ~6! in the next section# plays an important role
in the linkage of these two parts. Shaing and Balescu define
the anomalous fluxes from the fluctuating parts of the fluid
variables and use Shaing’s ansatz7–9 for the kinetic distribu-
tion function including mixture of the potential fluctuations
and the averaged flow. Owing to the use of the fluctuation–
particle interaction operator and the standard drift or gyroki-
netic equation11–15 without Shaing’s ansatz in our formula-
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tion, we can define the anomalous fluxes in more compact
forms analogous to the definition of the classical fluxes in
terms of the collision term, and we succeed to define the
entropy production rate kinetically even for the anomalous
transport processes, which is not considered in the theories
by Shaing and by Balescu. From the anomalous entropy pro-
duction rate, we can clearly specify the conjugate pairs of the
thermodynamic forces and the anomalous transport fluxes,
which are shown to be connected with each other by the
Onsager symmetric quasilinear transport matrix. In the
present work, we extend the formalism by Sugama and
Horton10 to more general toroidal systems with nonaxisym-
metric magnetic configurations16–18 and gyrokinetic electro-
magnetic fluctuations, and give the complete description of
the entropy and energy balance including all the transport
processes, and examine the Onsager symmetry of the trans-
port equations for each process.
In terms of the ordering parameter d[ra/L ~ra : the ther-
mal gyroradius, L: the equilibrium scale length!, the gyroki-
netic ordering employed here for the turbulent fluctuations is
written as
fˆ a
f a ;
eafˆ
Ta
;
uBˆ u
uBu ;
k i
k'
;
v
Va
;d . ~1!
Here fˆ a/ f a , eafˆ /Ta , and uBˆ u/uBu are normalized fluctuations
of the distribution function, the electrostatic potential, and
the magnetic field strength, respectively, where the caret
( ˆ ) represents the fluctuating part. The subscript a denotes
the particle species and Va5eaB/mac is the gyrofrequency
of the particle with the mass ma and the charge ea . The
characteristic parallel ~perpendicular! wave number and fre-
quency for the turbulence are denoted by k i(k') and v, re-
spectively. Assuming that k i;L21, we find from Eq. ~1! that
k'ra;1 and v;v*a;vTa;vTa/L , where v*a , vTa , and
vTa are the drift frequency, the transit frequency, and the
thermal velocity, respectively.
According to the same formulation as in Ref. 10, the
magnetic-surface-averaged radial particle and heat fluxes are
given up to O ~d2! by
^GaV&5^GaclV&1^GaPSV&1^GabpV&
1^Ga
naV&1^Ga~E !V&1^GaanomV&,
~2!
^qaV&5^qaclV&1^qaPSV&1^qabpV&
1^qa
naV&1^qaanomV&,
where ^& denotes the magnetic surface average and the vol-
ume V inside the magnetic surface is used as a radial vari-
able. Here the superscript ‘‘cl,’’ ‘‘PS,’’ ‘‘bp,’’ ‘‘na,’’ and
‘‘anom’’ represents the classical, Pfirsch–Schlu¨ter, banana-
plateau, nonaxisymmetric, and anomalous fluxes, respec-
tively. In Appendix A, their definitions are given. Since, in
the gyrokinetic ordering, the ensemble-averaged drift kinetic
equation is not affected up to O ~d!,10 all the neoclassical
~Pfirsch–Schlu¨ter, banana-plateau, and nonaxisymmetric!
fluxes as well as the classical fluxes are given in terms of the
thermodynamic forces by the same transport equations as in
Ref. 5 for the cases with no turbulence. The anomalous par-
ticle and heat fluxes are defined by
Ga
anom[
c
eaB
~Ka13n!,
~3!1
Ta
qa
anom[
c
eaB
~Ka23n!,
respectively, where Ka1 and Ka2 are the anomalous forces
given by
Ka1[E d3v Dama v,
~4!
Ka2[E d3v DamavS xa22 52 D .
Here xa2[mav2/2Ta is the normalized kinetic energy and Da
is the fluctuation–particle interaction term contained in the
ensemble-averaged kinetic equation @see Eq. ~6! in Sec. II#.
It is shown in Ref. 10 that the relative effects of the
anomalous forces Ka j ~j51,2! on the parallel viscosities and
accordingly on the neoclassical transport are measured by
D2/d if we represent the order of the normalized fluctuations
by fˆ a/ f a;eafˆ /Ta;•••;D instead of the gyrokinetic order-
ing in Eq. ~1!. Then, the neoclassical banana-plateau fluxes
and the bootstrap current are significantly modified by this
coupling to the anomalous forces in the case where D;d1/2,
as assumed in Ref. 10. On the other hand, in the present
work, this modification of the expressions for the neoclassi-
cal transport fluxes does not occur in the dominant or lowest
order since the gyrokinetic ordering D;d in Eq. ~1! assures
that the coupling effect is smaller by the order of D2/d;d!1.
Thus, the condition for the validity of the additive expres-
sions for the neoclassical and anomalous transport without
their coupling is estimated by D!d1/2.
From a microscopic point of view, for a single realiza-
tion in the ensemble of the turbulent systems, the collision is
the only irreversible process producing the entropy. The irre-
versibility or the positive entropy production due to the tur-
bulent process is observed macroscopically by taking the en-
semble average or coarse graining. Besides the ensemble
average, the gyrophase average is also utilized to coarse
grain the microscopic phase space, when the gyrokinetic
fluctuations with frequencies much lower than the gyrofre-
quency are considered. Then, as shown later, the fluctuation–
particle interaction operator Da defines the anomalous trans-
port fluxes and describes completely the entropy production
due to the gyrokinetic electromagnetic turbulence. The en-
tropy production allows the identification of the conjugate
pairs of the anomalous fluxes and the forces.
It is a formidable task to give analytically the complete
expressions for the anomalous transport equations that give
the anomalous fluxes as complicated nonlinear functions of
the forces. In addition to the nonlinear gyrokinetic
equation,15 the Poisson’s equation and the Ampe`re’s law are
required for a self-consistent description of the fluctuations
in the particle distributions. Such additional constraints are
important for establishing the properties of the anomalous
transport without obtaining directly the anomalous transport
equations. The intrinsic ambipolarity for the anomalous par-
ticle fluxes will be derived from these properties. Then, we
will find that the radial electric field in the axisymmetric
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configuration is not determined by the ambipolarity condi-
tion, even in the presence of the anomalous transport.
Within the quasilinear framework, the anomalous trans-
port coefficients are given as functionals of the turbulence
spectrum. Thus, the quasilinear transport equations are also
considered as implicitly nonlinear with respect to the forces.
Since the Onsager symmetry is relevant to the linear thermo-
dynamic transport equations,6 its direct validity is question-
able for the anomalous transport equations, even in the qua-
silinear version. However, as in Ref. 10, we will find that the
Onsager symmetric matrix connects the conjugate pairs of
the anomalous ~quasilinear! fluxes and the forces in the gy-
rokinetic electromagnetic turbulence.
The rest of this work is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
the Hazeltine recursion technique19,20 is applied to the
ensemble-averaged kinetic equation in order to obtain the
gyrophase-averaged kinetic equation including effects of the
electromagnetic fluctuations. The resultant equation contains
O ~d2! terms, which are not contained in the conventional
drift kinetic equation but necessary for a proper description
of the entropy variation due to the classical and anomalous
transport processes. In Sec. III, using the kinetic definition of
entropy, the entropy balance equation is derived from the
gyrophase-averaged kinetic equation obtained in Sec. II and
the nonlinear gyrokinetic equation for the fluctuating distri-
bution function. There, the spatial transport and local produc-
tion of the entropy due to the classical, neoclassical, and
anomalous transport processes are clearly described. For
each transport process, the kinetic form of the entropy pro-
duction is rewritten in the thermodynamic form, from which
the conjugate pairs of the thermodynamic forces and the
transport fluxes are identified. The entropy production due to
the anomalous transport process is shown to balance with the
collisional dissipation for the fluctuating microscopic distri-
bution function, which agrees with the argument by Krom-
mes and Hu on the entropy paradox.21 In Sec. IV, the On-
sager symmetry for the anomalous transport equations is
shown to be valid within the quasilinear framework. Using
the Krook collision model, the detailed expressions for the
quasilinear anomalous transport coefficients are derived and
the results, especially on the magnetic fluctuation effects on
the anomalous transport, are compared to those in previous
works. In Sec. V, from the ensemble-averaged kinetic equa-
tion, we obtain the complete energy balance equation for the
cases, in which all of the classical, neoclassical, and anoma-
lous transport processes are involved. That equation eluci-
dates how the fluctuation effects on the energy balance
should be expressed, which has been somewhat obscure in
previous literatures. In Sec. VI, Poisson’s equation, and Am-
pe`re’s law are used for the self-consistent turbulent electro-
magnetic fields, and the intrinsic ambipolarity of the anoma-
lous particle fluxes is shown to hold for the self-consistent
fields. Finally, the conclusions and a discussion are given in
Sec. VII.
II. GYROPHASE AVERAGE OF ENSEMBLE-
AVERAGED KINETIC EQUATION
We start from an ensemble-averaged kinetic equation for
species a:
] f a
]t
1v f a1
ea
ma
SE1 1
c
v3BD  ] f a]v 5^Ca&ens1Da ,
~5!
where Ca is a collision term and Da is a fluctuation–particle
interaction term defined by
Da52
ea
ma
K SEˆ1 1
c
v3Bˆ D  ] fˆ a]v L
ens
,
~6!
Eˆ52fˆ 2
1
c
]Aˆ
]t
, Bˆ53Aˆ .
Here ^&ens denotes the ensemble average and we divided the
distribution function ~the electromagnetic fields! into the
ensemble-average part f a ~E,B,F,A! and the fluctuating part
fˆ a~Eˆ ,Bˆ ,fˆ ,Aˆ !.
Equation ~5! is derived by taking the ensemble average
of the kinetic equation containing the Coulomb collision
term with both the electromagnetic fields and the distribution
function regarded as turbulent or stochastic variables. It is
shown in Ref. 22 that the averaged kinetic equation for the
one-body distribution function f (1)[ f ~x1 ,v1 ,t! with the col-
lision term and the collective interaction term similar to Eq.
~5! also follows from an appropriate truncation of the
Bogoliubov–Born–Green–Kirkwood–Yvon ~BBGKY! hier-
archy describing a turbulent plasma. In the second equation
in the BBGKY hierarchy, the particle discreteness source
term
S~1,2![2~e2/mr12
3 !r12
~]/]v12]/]v2! f ~1 ! f ~2 !~r12[r12r2!
causes the collisional interaction part of the two-body corre-
lation function g2~1,2!. Substitution of this part of g2 into the
first equation in the BBGKY hierarchy for the one-body dis-
tribution function f ~1! gives the collision operator. The re-
sidual part of g2 resulting from plasma unstable modes de-
scribes the collective interaction and gives the term
corresponding to our Da when it is substituted into the one-
body equation. Thus, the collision term Ca and the
fluctuation–particle interaction term Da in Eq. ~5! follow
from the corresponding parts of the two-body correlation g2
produced by the discreteness source term S~1,2! and by un-
stable modes in a turbulent plasma, respectively.
Hereafter, we derive the gyrophase-averaged kinetic
equation from Eq. ~5! by applying the recursion technique
proposed by Hazeltine.19,20 For this purpose, let us introduce
the phase space variables ~x8,e,m,j! which is defined in terms
of ~x,v! as
x85x, e5
1
2 mav
21eaF , m5
mav'
2
2B ,
v'/v'5e1 cos j1e2 sin j ,
~7!
where ~e1 ,e2 ,n[B/B! are unit vectors that form a right-
handed orthogonal system at each point, and v5v in1v' with
v i5vn. The differential operator on the left-hand side of Eq.
~5! is written as
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d
dt[
]
]t
1v1
ea
ma
SE1 1
c
v3BD  ]]v
[
]
]t
1v81e˙
]
]e
1m˙
]
]m
1j˙
]
]j
, ~8!
where, in the last line, the partial differentials are taken with
~t ,x8,e,m,j! as independent variables, and 8[]/]x8 is de-
fined. The fast gyrofrequency Va is contained in j˙ as
j˙52Va1dj˙ (dj˙ /Va;d), and we subtract the fast gyrofre-
quency from d/dt to define the following operator:
L[
d
dt1Va
]
]j
. ~9!
Then, rewriting Eq. ~5! in the phase space variables
~x8,e,m,j! and separating it into the average and oscillating
parts with respect to the gyrophase angle j, we obtain
L~ f¯ a1 f˜ a!5^C¯ a&ens1D¯ a , ~10!
Va
] f˜ a
]j
5L f˜ a2^C˜ a&ens2D˜ a , ~11!
where the average and oscillating parts in j are represented
for an arbitrary function F~j! as
F¯[
1
2p R dj F , F˜[F2F¯ . ~12!
From Eq. ~11!, the gyrophase-dependent part of the
ensemble-averaged distribution function is given to the low-
est order in d by
f˜ a~1 !5
1
Va
E jdj L f¯˜ a , ~13!
where the integration constant related to *j dj is uniquely
determined by the condition f˜ a(1) 5 0. Substituting Eq. ~13!
into Eq. ~10! with D¯ a dropped gives Hazeltine’s original drift
kinetic equation19,20 for the case of no turbulence. Since,
here, we are concerned with entropy productions due to both
collisional and turbulent dissipations, we need to retain Da in
Eqs. ~10! and ~11! and also calculate f˜ a up to O~d2!. The
solution of Eq. ~11! up to O~d2! is written as f˜ a5 f˜ a(1)1 f˜ a(2),
where the O~d2! part is given by
f˜ a~2 !5
1
Va
E jdj@L f˜˜ a~1 !2CaL~ f˜ a~1 !!2D˜ a#[ f˜ aH1 f˜ aC1 f˜ aA .
~14!
Here f˜ aC and f˜ aA causes classical and turbulent ~or anomalous!
dissipation terms, respectively, when they are substituted into
Eq. ~10!. On the other hand, f˜ aH gives only the higher-order
small corrections to the drift orbit, and it is neglected here-
after since it is not related to any dissipations. Then, using
Eqs. ~10! and ~14!, the double-averaged kinetic equation
over the statistical ensemble and the gyrophase angle j is
written as
L~ f¯ a1 f˜ a~1 !![S ]]t1vgc81e˙ gc ]]e 1m˙ gc ]]m D f¯ a
[S d f¯ adt D gc5^C¯ a&ens1D¯ a2L~ f˜ aC1 f˜ aA!,
~15!
where detailed expressions for the guiding center motion
~vgc ,e˙ gc ,m˙ gc! are given in Ref. 19. The terms in the last line,
except for the first one, are O~d2! and not included in Ref.
19, although they are necessary for deriving complete ex-
pressions for the collisional and anomalous entropy produc-
tions and transport.
III. ENTROPY BALANCE EQUATION
Let us define the kinetic form of the entropy per unit
volume for species a in terms of the ensemble-averaged dis-
tribution function f a as
Sa[2E d3v f a ln f a
52E d3v f¯ a ln f¯ a1O ~d2!, ~16!
where f˜ a/ f¯ a5O ~d! is used. If we use the total distribution
function f a1 fˆ a to define the entropy, only the collisional
processes produce that entropy while it is preserved, even in
the presence of the turbulent transport for the collisionless
case. By using the definition of Eq. ~16! in which the micro-
scopic turbulent processes are coarse grained, we can formu-
late the positive definite entropy production caused by the
turbulent or anomalous transport.
In order to obtain the entropy balance equation, let us
multiply Eq. ~15! by 2~ln f¯ a11! and integrate it over the
velocity space. First, we consider the contribution from col-
lisions to the entropy balance equation, which is represented
by
S˙ a
C[2E d3v~ ln f¯ a11 !~^C¯ a&ens2L f˜ aC!
.2E d3v~ ln f aM !Ca~ f a!2E d3v f¯ a~1 !f aM CaL~ f¯ a~1 !!
1E d3v~ ln f¯ a11 !L f˜ aC
[E d3v mav22Ta Ca~ f a!1sancl1S˙ acl . ~17!
Here the first term on the right-hand side is rewritten as
E d3v mav22Ta Ca~ f a!5
1
Ta
~Qa1uaFa1!, ~18!
where Qa[*d3v 12ma~v2ua!2Ca( f a) and Fa1
[*d3v mavCa( f a) represent the collisional heat and mo-
mentum generation rates, respectively. The energy conserva-
tion in collisions requires
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(
a
~Qa1uaFa1!50. ~19!
The entropy variation sa
ncl caused by the O~d! deviation f¯ a(1)
from f aM is related to the neoclassical transport processes, as
shown in detail in Ref. 5. Taking the species summation of
the flux surface average of sa
ncl multiplied by Ta , we obtain
the thermodynamic form of the entropy production due to the
neoclassical transport:
(
a
Ta^sa
ncl&5(
a
~Ja1
nclXa11Ja2
nclXa2!1JEXE , ~20!
where the thermodynamic forces (Xa1,Xa2,XE) and the neo-
classical transport fluxes (Ja1ncl ,Ja2ncl ,JE) are defined in Appen-
dix A. In Ref. 5 it is shown from the self-adjointness and the
positive definiteness of the linearized collision operator that
these fluxes and forces are connected to each other by the
neoclassical transport matrix with the Onsager symmetry and
that (aTa^sa
ncl& > 0 holds. After some calculations, we find
that the entropy variation S˙ a
cl defined from f˜ aC is rewritten as
S˙ a
cl52JSacl 1sacl , ~21!
where JSacl is the entropy flux due to the classical flows uacl
[ Ga
cl/na and qa
cl ~see Appendix A for their definitions!, and is
given by
JSacl 5Sauacl1
1
Ta
qa
cl
, ~22!
and sa
cl is given in the thermodynamic form of the entropy
production due to the classical particle and heat transport as
sa
cl5
1
Ta
~Ja1
cl Xa11Ja2
cl Xa2!. ~23!
Thus, S˙ a
cl consists of the entropy transport term and the en-
tropy production term, both of which result from the classi-
cal particle and heat transport. The classical particle and heat
fluxes (Ja1cl ,Ja2cl ) defined in Appendix A are also related to
the thermodynamic forces, (Xa1,Xa2) with the classical
transport matrix with the Onsager symmetry. It is also shown
that(aTasa
cl> 0.
Next, let us consider the contribution from turbulent
fluctuations to the entropy balance equation, which is repre-
sented by
S˙ a
A[2E d3v~ ln f¯ a11 !~D¯ a2L f˜ aA!. ~24!
In order to rewrite S˙ aA in a physically understandable form,
the information for the fluctuating part fˆ a of the distribution
function in the turbulent electromagnetic fields is required.
We assume that any fluctuating field Fˆ oscillates rapidly in
the directions perpendicular to the magnetic field lines, with
a characteric scale length l';ra . Then, it is useful to put
fluctuating functions in the WKB ~or eikonal! form:
Fˆ ~ t ,x8,e ,m ,j!5Fˆ ~ t ,x8,e ,m ,j;k'!expS iEx8k'dx8 D ,
~25!
where the rapid spatial variation in the perpendicular direc-
tions is included through the eikonal *x8k'dx8. The fluctu-
ating part of the distribution function is divided into the adia-
batic and nonadiabatic parts as
fˆ a~k'!52
eafˆ ~k'!
Ta
f aM1hˆ a~k'!eiLa~k'!, ~26!
where La~k'![k'v3n/Va . The nonadiabatic part of the
distribution function satisfies the following nonlinear gyroki-
netic equation.15
F ]]t1i~vE1vDa!1v in8Ghˆ a~k'!
5
ea
Ta
f aMF ]]t1i~vE1v*aT !Gfˆ a~k'!
1
c
B (k'8 1k'9 5k'
@n~k'8 3k'9 !#fˆ a~k'8 !hˆ a~k'9 !
1 R dj2p e2iLa~k'!CaL@ f a~k'!# , ~27!
where vE[k'~cE3n/B!, vDa [ k'(va B 1 va curv)
~va B : B-drift velocity, va curv : curvature drift velocity!,
v
*a
T [v
*a
@11ha(xa22 32!# @v*a[(cTa/eaB)k'~n
3 ln na!, ha[d ln Ta/d ln na#, Aˆ i~k'![nAˆ ~k'!, and
Bˆ i~k'![ink'3Aˆ ~k'!. Here the gyrophase-averaged poten-
tial for the turbulent electromagnetic fields is defined by
fˆ a~k'![e2iLa~k'!S fˆ ~k'!2 1c vAˆ ~k'! D
5J0S k'v'Va D S fˆ ~k'!2 v ic Aˆ i~k'! D
1J1S k'v'Va D v'c B
ˆ
i~k'!
k'
. ~28!
Appendix B shows that the entropy change S˙ aA given by Eq.
~24! is rewritten as
S˙ a
A52JSaA 1saA1RaA . ~29!
Here the anomalous entropy flux JSaA is given by
JSaA 5SauaA1
1
Ta
qa
A
, ~30!
where uaA[GaA/na and qaA are defined by Eqs. ~34!. The
anomalous entropy production saA is written in the thermo-
dynamic form as
sa
A5Ja1
A Xa1
A 1Ja2
A Xa2
A 1Ja3
A Xa3
A
, ~31!
and the residual term is defined by
Ra
A5E d3v(
k'
S ]]t1v in8D
3
^u fˆ a~k'!u22uhˆ a~k'!u2&ens
2 f aM , ~32!
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which vanishes when the magnetic surface average ^& and
the quasisteady state ordering ]^&ens/]t5O ~d2! are used. In
Eq. ~31!, we defined conjugated pairs of the thermodynamic
forces,
Xa1
A [
Xa1
Ta
[2
] ln pa
]V 2
ea
Ta
]F
]V ,
~33!
Xa2
A [
Xa2
Ta
[2
] ln Ta
]V , Xa3
A [
1
Ta
,
and the anomalous fluxes
Ja1
A [Ga
AV[E d3v(
k'
^hˆ a*~k'!vˆda~k'!&ensV ,
Ja2
A [
1
Ta
qa
AV
[E d3vS xa22 52 D(k' ^hˆ a*~k'!vˆda~k'!&ensV , ~34!
Ja3
A [eaE d3v(
k'
K hˆ a*~k'! ]fˆ a~k'!]t L
ens
,
where the guiding center velocity due to the turbulent elec-
tromagnetic fields vˆda~k'! is defined by
vˆda~k'![2i
c
B f
ˆ
a~k'!k'3n
5J0S k'v'Va D @ vˆE~k'!1v inˆ~k'!#
1S 2Vak'v'D J1S k'v'Va D vˆa B~k'!. ~35!
Here vˆE~k'![2i(c/B)f~k'!k'3n is the electric drift veloc-
ity due to the fluctuating electrostatic potential fˆ ,
nˆ[(i/B)Aˆ i~k'!k'3n denotes the perturbation of the mag-
netic field direction due to Aˆ i ~Aˆ i gives the magnetic field
fluctuation in the direction perpendicular to the equilibrium
field!, and vˆa B(k') [ 2i(cm/eaB)Bˆ i(k')k'3n represents
the B drift velocity due to the parallel magnetic field fluc-
tuation Bˆ i . The magnitudes of the drift velocities due to the
perpendicular and parallel magnetic fluctuations are esti-
mated as v inˆ;vTaBˆ'/B;dvTa and vˆa B ; k'ravTaBˆ i /B
; k'ra dvTa , and thus the latter is negligible compared to
the former in the long-wavelength limit k'ra!1. In Eq. ~35!,
J0(k'v'/Va) and (2Va/k'v')J1(k'v'/Va) give finite gy-
roradius effects, and they both reduce to the unity in the
long-wavelength limit.
The radial particle flux Ja1A 5GaAV is conjugate to the
force Xa1A consisting of the radial pressure gradient and the
radial electric field; Ja2A 5qaAV/Ta is the radial heat flux
divided by the temperature conjugate to the radial tempera-
ture gradient Xa2A . The flux Ja3A is conjugate to the force
Xa351/Ta and represents the heating of the particles due to
the electromagnetic fluctuations. It should be noted that GaA is
the same as the anomalous particle flux Ga
anom defined in Eq.
~3!, while qaA is different from the anolamous flux qa
anom de-
fined in Eq. ~3!. The difference between qaA and qa
anom is
given by
1
Ta
~qa
A2qa
anom!V
52E a3v ^ fˆ a2&ens2 f aM vV
.2E d3v@^~ f a1 fˆ a!ln^ f a1 fˆ a!&ens
2 f a ln f a#vV , ~36!
which is regarded as a residual microscopic entropy flux.
Using the gyrokinetic equation ~27!, the anomalous en-
tropy production saA defined in Eq. ~31! is rewritten as
sa
A5E d3v(
k'
S ]]t1v in8D ^uhˆ a~k'!u
2&ens
2 f aM
2E d3v 1f aM (k' ^ fˆ a*~k'!CaL@ fˆ a~k'!#&ens . ~37!
If we use the quasisteady-state ordering ]^&ens/]t5O ~d2! and
take the magnetic surface average of Eq. ~37!, we obtain the
balance between the anomalous entropy production driven
by the turbulent transport and the collisional dissipation of
the fluctuating distribution function:
^sa
A&52E d3v 1f aM (k' ^^ fˆ a*~k'!CaL@ f a~k'!#&&, ~38!
where ^^&& represents a double average over the magnetic
surface and the ensemble. This balance equation is equiva-
lent to Eq. ~41! in Ref. 21, where Krommes and Hu dis-
cussed the problem of the ‘‘entropy paradox.’’ Equation ~38!
shows that, if there are no collisions, then the anomalous
entropy production from the turbulent transport should van-
ish. However, Krommes and Hu recognized the critical dif-
ference between the limiting behavior of a system with neg-
ligibly small collisional dissipation and the behavior in the
no collision case, and argued that the dissipation plays an
important role, even in the limit of vanishing dissipation.
Here, following their argument ‘‘forcing determines dissipa-
tion’’ @see Eq. ~43! in Ref. 22#, we consider that, in the col-
lisionless limit, the turbulent transport and accordingly the
anomalous entropy production ^saA&5( l513 ^JalA &XalA achieve
nonzero steady-state values independent of collisions, al-
though the fluctuating distribution fˆ a adjusts itself such that
the balance equation ~38! holds. From Eq. ~38! and the posi-
tive definiteness of the collision operator CaL @see Eq. ~10! in
Ref. 5#, we obtain the following inequality for the anomalous
entropy production similar to those for the classical and neo-
classical entropy productions,
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(
a
Ta^sa
A&5(
a
(
m51
3
Ta^Jam
A &Xam
A
52(
a
TaE d3v 1f aM (k' ^^ fˆ a*~k'!
3Ca
L@ f a~k'!#&&>0. ~39!
Up to this point, we have derived the physically under-
standable expressions of the entropy variations due to the
classical, neoclassical, and anomalous transport processes
separately from their kinetic definitions. The entropy produc-
tion rates for all the transport processes or their magnetic
surface averages have been shown to be written in the ther-
modynamic form, i.e., as the sum of the products of the
thermodynamic forces and the conjugate transport fluxes.
Using Eqs. ~15!–~18!, ~21!, ~22!, ~24!, ~29!, and ~30!, we
obtain the equation describing the temporal variation of the
magnetic surface average of the entropy density ^Sa& for
species a ,
]Sa
]t
1
]^JSatotV&
]V 5^sa
tot&, ~40!
where
^sa
tot&[^sa
cl&1^sa
ncl&1^sa
A&1
1
Ta
^Qa&1
1
Ta
^uaFa1&
~41!
and
^JSatotV&[Sa^uaV&1
1
Ta
^qa8V&. ~42!
The last term in Eq. ~41! is rewritten as
^uaFa1&5
^Bu ia&^BF ia1&
^B2&
2~^Ja1
cl &1Ja1
PS!Xa1 , ~43!
which can be expressed as a second-order form of the ther-
modynamic forces in the same way as ^sa
cl& and ^sa
ncl& since
^Bu ia& and ^BF ia1&5^Bpa&2naea^BE i& , as well as
Ja1
cl and Ja1
PS
, are given by linear forms of the thermodynamic
forces. It should be noted that, to the lowest order in d, Sa is
a magnetic surface quantity like na and Ta and is given by Sa
5 2 *d3v f aM ln f aM 5 2 na$ln@na(ma/2pTa)3/2# 2 32%
5^Sa&. The radial components of the flow ua and the heat
flux qa8 are given by
na^uaV&[^GaV&
5^Ja1
cl &1Ja1
PS1Ja1
bp1Ja1
na1Ja1
~E !1^Ja1
A &,
~44!
^qa8V&[^@qa1~qaA2qaanom!#V&
5^Ja2
cl &1Ja2
PS1Ja2
bp1Ja2
na1^Ja2
A &,
where the residual anomalous heat flux (qaA 2 qaanom) given by
Eq. ~36! is added to the heat flux qa given by Eq. ~2! to
define the total heat flux qa8 . Definitions of the classical
fluxes Ja j
cl
, the Pfirsch–Schlu¨ter fluxes Ja j
PS
, the banana-
plateau fluxes Ja j
bp
, the nonaxisymmetric fluxes Ja j
na
, and the
particle flux Ja1(E) due to the inductive electric field are given
in Appendix A. We obtain from Eqs. ~19! and ~41!,
(
a
Ta^sa
tot&5(
a
Ta~^sa
cl&1^sa
ncl&1^sa
A&!>0. ~45!
IV. ONSAGER SYMMETRY FOR ANOMALOUS
TRANSPORT EQUATIONS
Here we examine whether the Onsager symmetry is
valid or not for the anomalous transport matrix, which con-
nects conjugate pairs of the thermodynamic forces and
anomalous fluxes defined in the previous section. We treat
the spectrum of the turbulent electromagnetic fields as given
arbitrarily for the moment ~the conditions for the self-
consistent turbulent fields are discussed in the next section!
and consider the anomalous transport matrix as a functional
of the fluctuation spectra. It is still difficult to derive the
rigorous expression for the response of the distribution func-
tion to the fluctuating fields by solving the nonlinear gyroki-
netic equation ~27!, so we neglect the nonlinear term in Eq.
~27! and use a linear response relation to give ‘‘quasilinear’’
transport fluxes.
The quasilinear anomalous transport equations are writ-
ten as
F Ja1AJa2A
Ja3
A G5(b F ~LA!11ab ~LA!12ab ~LA!13ab~LA!21ab ~LA!22ab ~LA!23ab
~LA!31
ab ~LA!32
ab ~LA!33
ab
GF Xa1AXa2A
Xa3
A G , ~46!
where the anomalous transport coefficients (LA)mnab are de-
fined by Eq. ~C4! in Appendix C. The anomalous transport
coefficients (LA)mnab are functionals of the spectra of the elec-
tromagnetic fluctuations fˆ ~k'![@fˆ ~k'!,Aˆ i~k'!,Bˆ i~k'!/k'#
and that it also contains B as a parameter:
~LA!mn
ab 5~LA!mn
ab @B,$fˆ %# , ~47!
where the spectra of the electromagnetic fluctuations $fˆ % are
assumed to be given a priori. It is shown in Appendix C that
the quasilinear anomalous transport coefficients satisfy the
following Onsager symmetry:
Ta^~LA!mn
ab @B,$fˆ ~ t !%#&5Tb^~LA!nm
ba @2B,$fˆ ~2t !%#&,
~48!
where Ta and Tb appear because we defined the conjugate
pairs of the forces X and the fluxes J from the entropy pro-
duction s by sa5JaXa for the anomalous transport, but by
(aTasa5JX for the classical and neoclassical transport.
Here it is noted that, as in the neoclassical case, the Onsager
symmetry of the quasilinear anomalous transport coefficients
is valid for their magnetic-surface-averaged values instead of
their spatially local values. The global dependence of the
anomalous fluxes arises from the fluctuations with large
wavelengths k i21;L along the magnetic field lines.
In order to obtain detailed expressions of the quasilinear
anomalous transport coefficients, we assume that the parallel
correlation length for the fluctuations is short enough for
inhomogeneities of the equilibrium quantities to be ignor-
able, k i@L21. Then, we use the Fourier transform for spatial
variation of the fluctuations along the magnetic field lines so
that n is replaced with ik i , where the parallel wave num-
ber k i is assumed to satisfy L21!k i!k' . Similarly, the Fou-
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rier transform is used for temporal variation of the fluctua-
tions to replace ]/]t with 2iv . Furthermore, for simplicity,
we employ the Krook collision operator model Ca
L(hˆ aeiLa)
5 2nahaeiLa where na is the collision frequency and the
contribution of hˆ b (bÞa) to CaL is neglected. ~The validity
limits due to the Krook model will be discussed later.! Then
the coefficients connecting the fluxes to the forces for differ-
ent species vanish, and we have
~LA!mn
ab 5~LA!mn
a dab ~m ,n51,2,3!. ~49!
Here the quasilinear anomalous transport coefficients (LA)mna
are given by
~LA!mn
a 5S cB D
2E d3v f aMS xa22 52 D
m1n22
(
k' ,k i ,v
^ufˆ a~k' ,k i ,v!u2&ensDa~k' ,k i ,v!u~k'3n!Vu2 ~m ,n51,2!,
~LA!m3
a 5~LA!3m
a 5
cea
B E d3v f aMS xa22 52 D
m21
(
k' ,k i ,v
^ufˆ a~k' ,k i ,v!u2&ensDa~k' ,k i ,v!v~k'3n!V ~m51,2!,
~50!
~LA!33
a 5ea
2E d3v f aM (
k' ,k i ,v
^ufˆ a~k' ,k i ,v!u2&ensDa~k' ,k i ,v!v2,
where the function Da~k' ,k i ,v! is defined by
Da~k' ,k i ,v![na@~v2vE2vDa2k iv i!21na
2#21,
~51!
which, in the limit na!10, reduces to pd(v2vE2vDa
2k iv i). We can directly confirm by Eq. ~50! the positive
definiteness of saA5(m ,n(LA)mna XamA XanA and the symmetry
properties of (LA)mna @B,$fˆ %# with respect to the transforma-
tions @B,$fˆ (t)%#!@2B,$fˆ ~2t!%# and (m ,n)!(n ,m):
~LA!mn
a @B,$fˆ ~ t !%#5~LA!mn
a @2B,$fˆ ~2t !%#
5~LA!nm
a @B,$fˆ ~ t !%# . ~52!
We see that, for k i@L21, the Onsager symmetry holds for
the local values of the quasilinear transport coefficients as in
the case of the classical transport coefficients. These expres-
sions of the anomalous transport coefficients with the On-
sager symmetry are consistent with results of previous works
in Ref. 10 and Ref. 23, where only the electrostatic fluctua-
tions are considered. @Note that the conjugate pairs of the
forces and the anomalous fluxes ~and accordingly the trans-
port coefficients! given in the present work are slightly dif-
ferent from those in Ref. 10 and Ref. 23, although the trans-
port equations for the former pairs are consistently
transformed into those for the latter.#
Now let us examine the effects of the magnetic fluctua-
tions in more detail. Two physically distinct types of mag-
netic fluctuations Aˆ i and Bˆ i are contained in the anomalous
transport coefficients through fˆ a . The effects of Aˆ i , which
give the fluctuating magnetic field perpendicular to the equi-
librium field line, have been thoroughly investigated in the
literatures.24–26 On the other hand, the fluctuations of the
parallel component Bˆ i , which gives the fluctuating B drift
velocity vˆa B as shown in Eq. ~35!, have scarcely been
taken into account. This is because Bˆ i/B;b(eafˆ /Ta) for
low b~[8pp/B2! plasmas27 and because the parallel ~Bˆ i!
effects are negligible for fluctuations with low wave numbers
k'ra!1, as is expected from a factor J1(k'v'/Va) multi-
plied by Bˆ i in Eq. ~28!. On the other hand, both the parallel
and perpendicular effects are comparable to each other for
gyrokinetic fluctuations with k'ra;1 and b;1. In order to
show these magnetic fluctuation effects on the anomalous
transport more clearly, we assume that the temporal variation
of the fluctuations is very slow v;0 and that the wave num-
ber spectral functions are written as
^uk'Aˆ i~k' ,k i!u2&ens ,^uBˆ i~k' ,k i!u2&ens
}expF2 12 ~k'2 l'2 1k i2l i2!G , ~53!
where l' and li denote perpendicular and parallel correla-
tion lengths, respectively. Here we do not consider the elec-
trostatic fluctuations and the cross correlation
^k'Aˆ i*(k' ,k i)Bˆ i(k' ,k i)&ens for simplicity. Then the contri-
bution of the perpendicular magnetic fluctuations to the par-
ticle diffusion coefficient (LA)11a is given by
~LB'!11
a 5
navTaDB'uVu2
Ap~112rTa2 /l'2 !1/2
3 H vTa /~&nal i!, for na@vTa /l i ,1, for na!vTa /l i . ~54!
Here DB' represents the perpendicular diffusion coefficient
of the magnetic field line defined by
DB'[E
0
`
dl
^Bˆ'@x~ l !#Bˆ'~x!&ens
2B2 , ~55!
where x(l) denotes the position at a distance l from x along
the magnetic field line. In the limit of rTa/l'!10, the re-
sults of Eq. ~54! reduce to those in Ref. 26, when the particle
motion is within a time scale in the range tmin,t,tmax ,
where tmin[na21 min$1,(nal i/vTa)% and tmax[na21 max$1,
(nal i/vTa)2%. By using both the Langevin equation and the
Fokker–Planck equation, Balescu et al.26 confirmed that the
guiding center motion in the stochastic magnetic field shows
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a ballistic behavior for a shorter time scale t,tmin and a
subdiffusive behavior for a longer time scale t.tmax . Thus,
the diffusion coefficient in Eq. ~54! obtained by the gyroki-
netic equation with the Krook collision model is considered
to correctly describe the particle transport only for a time
scale tmin,t,tmax . Equation ~54! shows that the finite gyro-
radius effect reduces the diffusivity by a factor
~112rTa2 /l'2 !21/2, which is in agreement with the result ob-
tained by the stochastic Vlasov equation in Ref. 28.
The contribution of the parallel magnetic fluctuations to
(LA)11a is given by
~LBi!11
a 5
navTaDBiuVu2
Ap
rTa
2 /l'
2
~112rTa
2 /l'
2 !3/2
3 H vTa /~&nal i!, for na@vTa /l i ,log~vTa /nal i!, for na!vTa /l i , ~56!
where
DBi[E
0
`
dl
^Bˆ i@x~ l !#Bˆ i~x!&ens
B2 . ~57!
The anomalous diffusion described by Eqs. ~56! and ~57!
results from the fluctuating magnetic drift vˆa B and accord-
ingly the resultant quasilinear diffusion coefficient (LBi)11a is
proportional to the velocity correlation ^vˆa Bvˆa B&ens and
therefore to ^Bˆ iBˆ i&ens . We see that (LBi)11a vanishes in the
both limits of rTa/l'!10 and 1`, while it has a maximum
value at rTa/l'51. Equation ~56! shows that (LBi)11a mono-
tonically increases with decreasing the collision frequency
na , even for na!vTa/li , which is a contrast to (LB')11a in-
dependent of na for the same collision frequency region.
However, it should be recalled that a time scale for validity
of Eq. ~56!, obtained by using the Krook model also has an
upper limit, since the velocity-space diffusion, which is de-
scribed not by the Krook model but by the Fokker–Planck
collision operator, deforms the propagator and causes the
subdiffusion in a longer time scale.26
V. ENERGY BALANCE EQUATION
For transport analyses of toroidal plasmas, particle and
energy balance equations are used generally in the magnetic-
surface-averaged forms. The fluctuation term in the
ensemble-averaged kinetic equation ~5! conserves the par-
ticle number and gives neither source nor sink terms in the
continuity equation derived by taking the zeroth moment of
the kinetic equation. Then, the magnetic-surface-averaged
continuity equation has a well-known form:
]na
]t
1
]^GaV&
]V 50, ~58!
where it should be noted that anomalous particle flux is also
included in the total particle flux ^GaV& as given by Eq.
~44!.
The energy balance equation is similarly derived from
the kinetic equation and it is written in the magnetic-surface-
averaged form as
3
2
]pa
]t
52
]
]V K S qa1 52 pauaD V L 1^uaV& ]pa]V
1^uapa&1^Qa&1^Ha&, ~59!
where Ha[*d3v Da 12m~v2ua!2 denotes the anomalous heat
generation due to the fluctuations. The viscous heating term
^uapa& in Eq. ~59! can be written in various forms:
^uapa&5
ua
u
Bu ^Bpa&1Ja1
naXa1
5
^Bu ia&^Bpa&
^B2&
1~Ja1
bp1Ja1
na!Xa1
5
naea^Bu ia&^BE ia&
^B2&
1~^Ja1
cl &1Ja1
PS1Ja1
bp
1Ja1
na !Xa11^uaFa1&. ~60!
The magnetic-surface-averaged anomalous heat generation
^Ha& is written as
^Ha&52
]
]V ^~qa
A2qa
anom!V&1^Ja1A &Xa11^Ja3A &.
~61!
Substituting Eqs. ~60! and ~61! into Eq. ~59!, we obtain
3
2
]pa
]t
52
]
]V K S qa81 52 pauaD V L
2eana^uaV&
]F
]V2Ja1
~E !Xa11^Qa&
1^uaFa1&1
naea^Bu ia&^BE i&
^B2&
1^Ja3
A &
52
]
]V K S qa81 52 pauaD V L 1 ^Bu ia&^Bpa&^B2&
1
1
na
~^Ja1
cl &1Ja1
PS1Ja1
~E !!
]pa
]V
2ea~Ja1
bp1Ja1
na1^Ja1
A &!
]F
]V 1^Qa&1^Ja3
A &, ~62!
where ua and qa8 are written as Eq. ~44!. On the right-hand
side of Eq. ~62!, the parallel flow ^Bu ia& and the parallel
viscosity ^Bpa& can be written in terms of the thermody-
namic forces in the similar way as the other classical and
neoclassical transport fluxes. From the species summation of
the momentum balance equations multiplied by the flow ve-
locities, we have the following relation:
(
a
S ^Bu ia&^Bpa&^B2& 1 1na ~^Ja1cl &1Ja1PS! ]pa]V 2ea~Ja1bp
1Ja1
na1^Ja1
A &!
]F
]V 1^Qa& D5 ^BJ i&^BE i
~A !&
^B2&
. ~63!
Equation ~63! shows that the species summation of the heat-
ing terms on the right-hand side of Eq. ~62!, except for the
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anomalous heating ^Ja3A &, originates from the Ohmic power
input due to the inductive electric field. @The term
(Ja1(E)/na)(]pa/]V) on the right-hand side of Eq. ~62! does
not appear in Eq. ~63! since its species summation cancels
out with the residual Ohmic heating terms ^J'E'(A)& and
^J iE i(A)&2^BJ i&^BE i(A)&/^B2&.#
Shaing et al.29 presented energy balance equations for
toroidal plasmas, including nonaxisymmetric systems from
the neoclassical theory, although they did not give a clear
theoretical foundation to treat the energy balance in the cases
where the anomalous transport exists. Equation ~62!, which
was rigorously derived based on the gyrokinetic ordering
from the kinetic equation taking account of the electromag-
netic turbulence, shows completely how the fluctuations af-
fect the energy balance. The anomalous particle flow ua
A
[ ua
anom and the anomalous heat flux qa
A 5 qa
anom 1 (qaA
2 qa
anom) are naturally included in the radial derivative term
of the total energy flux. We also find that the product of the
anomalous radial current and the radial electric field
2ea^Ja1A &]F/]Vas well as the anomalous heating ^Ja3A &
should be added into the energy balance equation. For the
self-consistent fluctuations not driven externally, both
(aeaJa1A and (aJa3A vanish @see Eqs. ~69! and ~71!#. Then,
2ea^Ja1A &]F/]V and ^Ja3A & cause the anomalous energy ex-
change between different species of particles although they
give no net heating of total particles. The summation of these
two terms is written as
2ea^Ja1
A &
]F
]V 1^Ja3
A &
5eaE d3v(
k'
K K hˆ a*~k'!S ]]t1ivEDfˆ a~k'!L L
5eaE d3v(
k'
K K e2ivEthˆ a*~k'! ]]t @eivEtfˆ a~k'!#L L .
~64!
The radial electric field 2]F/]V enters the nonlinear gyro-
kinetic equation ~27! and Eq. ~64! only in the form of the
Doppler shift (]/]t1ivE), and does not appear explicitly in
the self-consistent conditions given in the next section @see
Eqs. ~66!–~68!#. Thus, for the solutions of Eqs. ~27! and
~66!–~68!, eivEthˆ a(k') and eivEtfˆ a(k') are independent of
the radial electric field. Then, the radial electric field does not
affect the magnitude of the anomalous heating effect given
by Eq. ~64!
The entropy balance equation ~40! can be derived also
from substituting the continuity equation ~58! and the energy
balance equation into the temporal variation of the entropy,
]Sa
]t
5S Sa
na
2
5
2 D ]na]t 1 32Ta ]pa]t , ~65!
although the correspondence between the kinetic and ther-
modynamic forms of the entropy productions due to the clas-
sical, neoclassical, and anomalous transport processes is bet-
ter understood by the derivation in Sec. III.
VI. SELF-CONSISTENT ELECTROMAGNETIC
FLUCTUATIONS AND AMBIPOLARITY CONDITION
Up to this point, the turbulent fluctuations have been
general prescribed fields. When the fluctuations are local,
self-consistent fields not driven by external sources, there are
additional properties of the transport that we now derive.
Here we impose the self-consistent constraints on the
turbulent fields, which are given by Poisson’s equation:
~k'
2 1lD
22!fˆ ~k'!54p(
a
eaE d3v hˆ a~k'!J0S k'v'Va D ,
~66!
and the parallel and perpendicular components of Ampe`re’s
law:
k'
2 Aˆ i~k'!5
4p
c (a eaE d3v v ihˆ a~k'!J0S k'v'Va D , ~67!
2k'Bˆ i~k'!5
4p
c (a eaE d3v v'hˆ a~k'!J1S k'v'Va D ,
~68!
where the Debye length lD[(4p(anaea2/Ta)21/2 is used.
The use of the Ampe`re’s law is justified since the displace-
ment current is neglected due to the gyrokinetic ordering.
Substituting Eqs. ~66!–~68! into the definition of the
anomalous fluxes, we find that the anomalous particle fluxes
are intrinsically ambipolar:
(
a
eaGa
A50. ~69!
It is proved from the momentum conservation by collisions
(aFa150 and the charge neutrality condition (anaea50 that,
even if particles of different species belong to different col-
lisional regimes, the ambipolarity condition is automatically
and separately satisfied by the classical (Ja1cl ), Pfirsch–
Schlu¨ter (Ja1PS), and banana-plateau (Ja1bp ) parts of multispe-
cies particle fluxes, which is called the principle of detailed
ambipolar balance.2,30,31 Then, only the nonaxisymmetric
particle fluxes Ja1
na are nonambipolar and the nonintrinsic am-
bipolarity condition is written as
(
a
ea^GaV&5(
a
eaJa1
na50, ~70!
which is used to determine the radial electric field 2]F/]V
in the nonaxisymmetric systems.
Equations ~66!–~68! and Eq. ~34! with the quasisteady-
state ordering ]^&ens/]t5O ~d2! show that the species sum-
mation of the anomalous heating Ja3A vanishes:
(
a
Ja3
A 50. ~71!
The self-consistent fluctuations cause no net heating of the
total particles, since the source of the anomalous heating is
the energy of the fluctuating electromagnetic fields, which
cannot be a stationary energy supplier unless the fluctuations
are externally driven.
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Furthermore, we find from Eqs. ~26!, ~36!, and the Am-
pe`re’s law that the species summation of (qaA 2 qaanom) is writ-
ten as
(
a
~qa
A2qa
anom!V5(
a
eaE d3v^ fˆ afˆ &ensvV
5
c
4p ^~E
ˆ3Bˆ !V&ens . ~72!
Thus, (a(qaA2qaanom) corresponds to the Poynting energy
flux of the fluctuating electromagnetic fields, which is not
included in the heat flux qa
anom
. @The definition of the heat
flux qa in Eq. ~2!, which contains qa
anom
, is
qa[*d3v f a 12mauv2uau2~v2ua! and takes account of the
heat flux due to the particles only.#
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this work, we have investigated the entropy produc-
tion mechanisms due to all transport processes in the mag-
netically confined toroidal plasmas with the gyrokinetic elec-
tromagnetic turbulence. The kinetic equation double
averaged over the turbulent fluctuations and the gyrophase
was derived up to O ~d2!. The kinetic equation is employed as
the foundation on which the entropy productions by the clas-
sical, neoclassical, and anomalous transport processes are ki-
netically defined. The recursive technique was used to derive
the double-averaged kinetic equation, from which the en-
tropy balance equation ~40! was obtained. We showed the
correspondence between the kinetic and thermodynamic
forms of the entropy productions and identified the conju-
gated pairs of the forces and fluxes for all the transport pro-
cesses. For the fluctuating part of the kinetic distribution
function, we used the nonlinear gyrokinetic equation ~27!
derived by the recursive technique instead of the noncanoni-
cal Hamiltonian formalism32–34 since the latter is for the total
distribution function and is not clearly given for the case
with collisions. The collisions are not only the cause of the
classical and neoclassical entropy productions but also in
essence required for the balance between the anomalous en-
tropy production and the microscopic dissipation in the sta-
tionary state as shown in Eq. ~38!. It would be interesting to
monitor the spatiotemporal variation of the anomalous en-
tropy production given by Eq. ~31! in the gyrokinetic simu-
lations and examine the validity of the minimum entropy
production for the turbulent stationary states.
It was shown that the anomalous transport equations sat-
isfy the Onsager symmetry within the quasilinear frame-
work. For the gyrokinetic electromagnetic fluctuations with
parallel wave numbers k i;L21, the magnetic surface aver-
age must be taken in order to show the positive definiteness
of the anomalous entropy production @see Eq. ~39!# and the
Onsager symmetry of the quasilinear anomalous transport
coefficients @see Eq. ~48!#. This need for the surface average
implies that microscopic phenomena ~or individual realiza-
tions in the ensemble! occurring over the distance of O (L)
along the magnetic field lines should be coarse grained, not
only by the ensemble average but also by the magnetic sur-
face average to be viewed as an irreversible macroscopic ~or
thermodynamic! process.
In the strong turbulence regime defined by short life-
times of the fluctuation components, the proof of the On-
sager symmetry for the anomalous transport matrix breaks
down due to the nonresonant nature of the fluctuation–
particle interactions. Krommes and Hu35 claim that, instead
of the conventional Onsager symmetry for transport equa-
tions near thermal equilibria, the generalized Onsager sym-
metry is valid for transport near the turbulent steady states.
The generalized Onsager symmetry is relevant to the incre-
mental transport equations that connect the small deviations
of the forces and fluxes from their steady-state values, al-
though the anomalous transport equations considered here
and in many other works relate the total anomalous fluxes at
the steady state to the total forces. The transport equations
for the total anomalous fluxes are generally nonlinear with
respect to the forces, even for the quasilinear case, and it is
beyond the scope of this work to obtain them for the strong
turbulence.
Using the Krook collision model, we derived for k iL!1
the locally symmetric quasilinear transport matrix as a func-
tional of the gyrokinetic electromagnetic turbulence spectra.
As for the magnetic fluctuations, the contribution of the per-
pendicular magnetic field fluctuations to the anomalous
transport decreases monotonically with increasing the ratio
of the thermal gyroradius to the characteristic perpendicular
fluctuation length r/l' . In contrast, the parallel magnetic
fluctuations’ contribution, which has not been considered in
previous works, becomes negligible at the both limits
r/l'!10,1`, and comparable to the perpendicular contri-
bution at r/l'5O ~1!. At low plasma beta, the parallel mag-
netic fluctuations’ effect is small since Bˆ i/B;b(eafˆ /Ta).
The complete energy balance equation ~62! derived from
the ensemble-averaged kinetic equation ~5! shows how the
turbulence effects should be included. The anomalous heat
flux qaA occurring in the entropy and energy balance equa-
tions contains the contribution of the residual microscopic
entropy flux given by Eq. ~36!. Besides the anomalous par-
ticle and heat fluxes included in the radial derivative term of
the total energy flux, the energy balance is modified by the
turbulence through the product of the anomalous radial cur-
rent and the radial electric field 2ea^Ja1A &]F/]V and the
anomalous heating ^Ja3A &. These anomalous terms can cause
a large energy exchange between electrons and ions.29
The self-consistent turbulent electromagnetic fields sat-
isfy Poisson’s equation ~66! and Ampe`re’s law given by Eqs.
~67! and ~68!, from which the intrinsic ambipolarity of the
anomalous particle fluxes is derived. Then, as in the conven-
tional neoclassical theory, the radial electric field is deter-
mined by the ambipolarity condition for the neoclassical
nonaxisymmetric particle fluxes, although it is not for the
axisymmetric system in which all the particle fluxes are in-
trinsically ambipolar. We also find for the self-consistent
fluctuations that the species summation of the anomalous
heating vanishes and that the residual anomalous heat fluxes
sum up to the Poynting energy flux of the turbulent electro-
magnetic fields.
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In some operational regions of tokamak plasmas such as
high-confinement modes ~H modes!36 and reversed shear
configurations,37 there have been observed transport barriers
with significant reduction of anomalous transport to the level
of neoclassical transport. Generally, large radial electric field
shear ~or sheared E3B flow! is considered as a cause of such
a reduction of the transport level. In the present work as well
as in the conventional neoclassical theory, the E3B flow
velocities have been assumed to be O (dvT) ~vT : the ion
thermal velocity, d5r/L!. However, this assumption is not
suitable to describing the effects of the large radial electric
field shear since the radial electric field is undetermined for
tokamak plasmas due to the intrinsic ambipolarity of particle
fluxes in axisymmetric systems. In the H-mode theory by
Shaing et al.,38 the drift kinetic equation with large flows but
without fluctuations are used to obtain the neoclassical vis-
cosities and accordingly the ambipolarity condition as the
constraint on the radial electric field, which is different from
that given in the present work. Such pure neoclassical mod-
els as by Shaing et al. do not treat interactions between the
E3B background flows and the fluctuations through the
Reynolds stress,39,40 but they are considered as another im-
portant factor of transition processes occurring in the trans-
port barriers for a self-consistent description of the radial
electric field, fluctuations, and transport. As an important
task for understanding the transport barrier physics, exten-
sion of our theory to that including the large radial electric
field and the Reynolds stress is now under investigation.
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APPENDIX A: DEFINITIONS OF CLASSICAL AND
NEOCLASSICAL TRANSPORT FLUXES
The radial components of the classical particle and heat
fluxes are defined by
Ja1
cl [Ga
clV[
c
eaB
~Fa13n!V ,
~A1!
Ja2
cl [
1
Ta
qa
clV[
c
eaB
~Fa23n!V ,
respectively, where the friction forces Fa1 and Fa2 are given
by
Fa15E d3v mavCa ,
~A2!
Fa25E d3v mavS xa22 52 DCa .
The fluxes Ja1
cl and Ja2
cl are conjugate to the thermodynamic
forces Xa1 and Xa2, respectively, which are defined in terms
of radial gradients of the pressure, electrostatic potential, and
temperature as
Xa1[2
1
na
]pa
]V 2ea
]F
]V , Xa2[2
]Ta
]V . ~A3!
The neoclassical particle and heat fluxes are given by
Ja1
ncl[^Ga
nclV&[Ja1PS1Ja1bp1Ja1na ,
~A4!
Ja2
ncl[
1
Ta
^qa
nclV&[Ja2PS1Ja2bp1Ja2na .
Here the Pfirsch–Schlu¨ter (Ja jPS), the banana-plateau (Ja jbp),
and nonaxisymmetric (Ja jna) parts are defined by
Ja1
PS[^Ga
PSV&[2
c
eaBu
K F ia1B S Bz2^Bz& B2^B2& D L ,
Ja1
bp[^Ga
bpV&[2
c
eaBu
^Bz&
^B2& ^
Bpa&,
Ja1
na[^Ga
naV&[
c
eaBuBz
^Btpa& ,
~A5!
Ja2
PS[
1
Ta
^qa
PSV&
[2
c
eaBu
K F ia2B S Bz2^Bz& B2^B2& D L ,
Ja2
bp[
1
Ta
^qa
bpV&[2
c
eaBu
^Bz&
^B2& ^
BQa& ,
Ja2
na[
1
Ta
^qa
naV&[
c
eaBuBz
^BtQa&,
where the viscosities pa and Qa are defined by
pa[~p ia2p'a!S nn2 13 ID
[E d3v maS v i22 12 v'2 D f¯ a1S nn2 13 ID ,
~A6!
Qa[~Q ia2Q'a!S nn2 13 ID
[E d3v maS v i22 12 v'2 D S xa22 52 D f¯ a1S nn2 13 ID .
The inductive electric field E(A)[2c21 ]A/]t also produces
the radial particle flux Ja1(E)[^Ga(E)V&, defined by
Ja1
~E ![nacKE~A !3nB VL
2
nac
Bu K E i~A !B S Bz2^Bz& B2^B2& D L . ~A7!
Here we have used the Hamada coordinates ~V ,u,z! with the
normalization rdu5rdz51 to define the contravariant and
covariant components of the magnetic field Bu[Bu,
Bz[Bz, Bu[B]x/]u, Bz[B]x/]z, and the toroidal mag-
netic field Bt[Bz ]x/]z. Another pair of the flux and the
force is (JE ,XE), where JE is defined in terms of the total
parallel current J i[(anaeau ia as
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JE[
^BJ i&
^B2&1/2
, ~A8!
and XE is given by the parallel electric field E i as
XE[
^BE i&
^B2&1/2
. ~A9!
APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF EQ. (29)
Here we find how to derive Eq. ~29! from Eq. ~24!, or in
other words, how to rewrite the kinetic form of the anoma-
lous entropy production by the thermodynamic form.
Using integration by parts, Eq. ~24! is rewritten as
S˙ a
A5E d3vF2 eama K fˆ aS Eˆ1 1c v3Bˆ D L
ens

] ln f aM
]v
1~ ln f aM11 !
d f˜ aA
dt G
5
ea
Ta
E d3v^ fˆ a~1 !Eˆ ~2 !1 fˆ a~2 !Eˆ ~1 !&ensv
1S E d3v~ ln f aM11 ! f˜ aAv'D
2E d3v f˜ aAv' ] ln f aM]x8 . ~B1!
Here it should be noted that, since S˙ aA5O ~d2!, its calculation
requires the fluctuating distribution function fˆ a and the tur-
bulent electric field Eˆ up to O ~d2!:
fˆ a5 fˆ a~1 !1 fˆ a~2 !1O ~d3!,
~B2!
Eˆ5Eˆ ~1 !1Eˆ ~2 !1O ~d3!.
The lowest-order parts of fˆ a and Eˆ are O ~d! and their Fourier
amplitudes for the perpendicular wave number vector k' are
written as
fˆ a~1 !~k'!52
eafˆ ~k'!
Ta
f aM1hˆ a~k'!eiLa~k'!,
~B3!
Eˆ ~1 !~k'!52ik'fˆ ~k'!.
For the O ~d2! parts fˆ a(2) and Eˆ ~2!, we have
Vae
iLa~k'!
]
]j
@e2iLa~k'! fˆ a~2 !~k'!#
5S ]]t1v1 eama E ]]vD fˆ a~1 !~k'!
1
ea
ma
FEˆ ~1 !~k'!1 1c v3Bˆ ~1 !~k'!G ] f a1]v
1
ea
ma
FEˆ ~2 !~k'!1 1c v3Bˆ ~2 !~k'!G ] f a0]v
1
ea
ma
(
k'8 1k'9 5k'
FEˆ ~1 !~k'8 !1 1c v3Bˆ ~1 !~k'8 !G

] fˆ a~1 !~k'9 !
]v
1Ca
L@ f a~1 !~k'!# ,
~B4!
Eˆ ~2 !~k'!52fˆ ~k'!2
1
c
]Aˆ ~k'!
]t
.
Using Eqs. ~B3!, ~B4!, and
Vae
iLa~k'!
]e2iLa~k'!
]j
52ik'v, ~B5!
we obtain
E d3v^ fˆ a~1 !Eˆ ~2 !&ensv5E d3v(
k'
K hˆ a*~k'!e2iLa~k'!v
S 2fˆ ~k'!2 1c ]Aˆ ~k'!]t D L
ens
~B6!
and
E d3v^ fˆ a~2 !Eˆ ~1 !&ensv
5VaE d3v(
k'
^ fˆ a~2 !*~k'!fˆ ~k'!&enseiLa~k'!
]e2iLa~k'!
]j
52VaE d3v(
k'
K fˆ *~k'!eiLa~k'!
3
]
]j
@e2iLa~k'! fˆ a~2 !~k'!#L
ens
52E d3v(
k'
K fˆ *~k'!S ]]t1v D fˆ a~1 !~k'!L
ens
. ~B7!
Noting that
f˜ aAv'5
]
]j
~ f˜ aAv'3n!2
] f˜ aA
]j
v'3n, ~B8!
] f˜ aA
]j
52
1
Va
D˜ a5
c
B
]
]v
K fˆ a~1 !SEˆ ~1 !1 1c v3Bˆ ~1 !D L
ens
,
~B9!
and
] ln f aM
]x8
52
1
Ta
FXa11Xa2S xa22 52 D GV , ~B10!
the last two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. ~B1! are
rewritten as
S E d3v~ ln f aM11 ! f˜ aAv'D
52F cB E d3v~ ln f aM11 !~v3n! ]]v
K fˆ a~1 !S Eˆ ~1 !1 1c v3Bˆ ~1 !D L
ens
G
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52JSaA 2SmacTaB E d3v^ fˆ a~1 !Eˆ ~1 !&ensv~v3n! D
~B11!
and
2E d3v f˜ aAv' ] ln f aM]x
52
c
TaB
E d3v~v3nV !FXa11Xa2S xa22 52 D G ]]v
K fˆ a~1 !SEˆ ~1 !1 1c v3Bˆ ~1 !D L
ens
5
1
Ta
~Ja1
A Xa11Ja2
A Xa2!1
macXa2
Ta
2B
3E d3v^ fˆ a~1 !Eˆ ~1 !&ensv~v3nV !. ~B12!
Here, the anomalous entropy, particle, and heat fluxes are
defined by
JSaA 52
c
B E d3v~ ln f aM11 !K fˆ a~1 !SEˆ ~1 !
1
1
c
v3Bˆ ~1 !D L
ens
3n,
Ja1
A 5
c
B E d3v K fˆ a~1 !SEˆ ~1 !1 1c v3Bˆ ~1 !D L
ens
3nV ,
~B13!
Ja2
A 5
c
B E d3vS xa22 52 D
3 K fˆ a~1 !SEˆ ~1 !1 1c v3Bˆ ~1 !D L
ens
3nV ,
respectively, which are shown to be equivalent to the defini-
tions in Eqs. ~30! and ~34! from the following relation:
c
B K hˆ a*~k'!e2iLa~k'!SEˆ ~1 !~k'!1 1c v3Bˆ ~1 !~k'! D L
ens
3n
52i
c
B ^h
ˆ
a
*~k'!fˆ a~k'!&ens~k'3n!
5^hˆ a*~k'!vˆda~k'!&ens . ~B14!
Finally, substituting Eqs. ~B6!, ~B7!, ~B11!, and ~B12!
into Eq. ~B1!, we obtain
S˙ a
A52JSaA 1
1
Ta
~Ja
AXa11Ja2
A Xa21Ja3
A !
1
]
]t F E d3v (k' ^u f
ˆ
a
~1 !~k'!22uhˆ a~k'!u2&
2 f aM G
1F E d3v (
k'
^u f a~1 !~k'!u22uhˆ a~k'!u2&
2 f aM v inG ,
~B15!
which is the same one as Eq. ~29!.
APPENDIX C: PROOF OF ONSAGER SYMMETRY OF
QUASILINEAR ANOMALOUS TRANSPORT
MATRIX
Here, the Onsager symmetry given in Eq. ~48! for the
quasilinear anomalous transport matrix is proved by the tech-
nique similar to those in Ref. 2 and Ref. 5. This proof is valid
for the linearized Landau collision operator without assum-
ing the Krook model. The solution ha of the gyrokinetic
equation ~27! with the nonlinear term neglected is written as
a linear function of the thermodynamic forces XamA :
hˆ a~k'!5(
b
(
m51
3
Gˆ abm~k'!Xbm
A
, ~C1!
where Gˆ abm~k'! ~m51,2,3! are the Green’s functions that
satisfy
S ]]t1i~vE1vDa!1v in8DGˆ abm~k'!2e2iLa~k'!(
a8
C
aa8
L
@Gˆ abm~k'!eiLa~k'!,Gˆ a8bm~k'!e
iLa8~k'!#5dab f bMWˆ bm~k'!,
~C2!
with
FWˆ a1~k'!Wˆ a2~k'!
Wˆ a3~k'!
G[F 2i cB ~k'3nV !fˆ a~k'!2i cB ~k'3nV !~xa22 52!fˆ a~k'!
ea
]fˆ a~k'!
]t
G .
~C3!
Substituting Eq. ~C1! into Eqs. ~34!, we obtain the quasilin-
ear anomalous transport equations ~46!, with the anomalous
transport coefficients given by
~LA!mn
ab 5E d3v(
k'
^Wˆ am~k'!Gˆ abn* ~k'!&ens
~m ,n51,2,3!. ~C4!
Here Gˆ abm are functions of the perpendicular wave number
vector k' , the position x8 ~which is used to represent the
spatial dependence along the magnetic field line!, the time t ,
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and the velocity space variables ~e[ 12mav21eaF ,
m[mav'
2 /2B , s[vn/uvnu!. We also note that Gˆ abm depends
on equilibrium parameters contained in Eq. ~C2! such as the
equilibrium ~or ensemble-averaged! magnetic field B5Bn,
and that they are functionals of the spectra of the electromag-
netic fluctuations fˆ ~k'![@fˆ ~k'!, Aˆ i~k'!, Bˆ i~k'!/k'#:
Gˆ abm5Gˆ abm@k' ,x8,t;e ,m ,s;B,$fˆ %# . ~C5!
Then, Eq. ~C4! shows that the anomalous transport coeffi-
cients (LA)mnab are also functionals of the fluctuation spectra
and that it also contains B as a parameter:
~LA!mn
ab 5~LA!mn
ab @B,$fˆ %# , ~C6!
where the spectra of the electromagnetic fluctuations $fˆ % are
assumed to be given a priori.
Now let us divide the fluctuations fˆ into even and odd
parts with respect to the time reversal:
fˆ 5fˆ 11fˆ 2 ,
fˆ 1~ t !5fˆ 1~2t !, fˆ 2~ t !52fˆ 2~2t !.
~C7!
According to this division, Wˆ am and Gˆ abm are divided as
Wˆ am5Wˆ am@$fˆ 1%#1Wˆ am@$fˆ 2%#[Yˆ am1Zˆ am ,
~C8!
Gˆ abm5Gˆ abm@$fˆ 1%#1Gˆ abm@$fˆ 2%#[Hˆ abm1Iˆabm .
The functions on the right-hand side of Eq. ~C8! satisfy
Yˆ am@$fˆ ~ t !%#5Yˆ am@$fˆ ~2t !%# ,
Zam@$fˆ ~ t !%#52Zˆ am@$fˆ ~2t !%# ,
~C9!
Hˆ abm@$fˆ ~ t !%#5Hˆ abm@$fˆ ~2t !%# ,
Iˆabm@$fˆ ~ t !%#52Iˆabm@$fˆ ~2t !%# .
Then, Eq. ~C2! also separates into the two parts:
F ]]t1i~vE1vDa!1v in8GHˆ abm
2e2iLa(
a8
C
aa8
L
@Hˆ abmeiLa,Hˆ a8bme
iLa8#
5dab f bMYˆ bm ,
~C10!
F ]]t1i~vE1vDa!1v in8G Iˆabm
2e2iLa(
a8
C
aa8
L
@IˆabmeiLa,Iˆa8bme
iLa8#
5dab f bMZˆ bm .
Next, we consider the transformation ~t ,B! ~2t ,2B!.
Noting that Yˆ am and Zˆ am are odd and even with respect to
this transformation, respectively:
Yˆ am~ t ,B!52Yˆ am~2t ,2B!,
~C11!
Zˆ am~ t ,B!5Zˆ am~2t ,2B!,
we find that Eqs. ~C10! are separated into even and odd parts
as
S ]]t1i~vE1vDa!1v in8DHˆ abm2
2e2iLa(
a8
C
aa8
L
@Hˆ abm
1 eiLaHˆ
a8bm
1
eiLa8#50,
S ]]t1i~vE1vDa!1v in8DHˆ abm1
2e2iLa(
a8
C
aa8
L
@Hˆ abm
2 eiLaHˆ
a8bm
2
eiLa8#
5dab f bMYˆ bm ,
~C12!
F ]]t1i~vE1vDa!1v in8G Iabm2
2e2iLa(
a8
C
aa8
L
@Iˆabm
1 eiLaIˆ
a8bm
1
eiLa8#5dab f bMZˆ bm,
F ]]t1i~vE1vDa!1v in8G Iˆabm1
2e2iLa(
a8
C
aa8
L
@Iˆabm
2 eiLa,Iˆ
a8bm
2
eiLa8#50,
where the superscripts 1 and 2 represent even and odd parts
of the functions:
Hˆ abm
1 ~ t ,B!5Hˆ abm
1 ~2t ,2B!,
Hˆ abm
2 ~ t ,B!52Hˆ abm
2 ~2t ,2B!,
~C13!
Iˆabm
1 ~ t ,B!5Iˆabm
1 ~2t ,2B!,
Iˆabm
2 ~ t ,B!52Iˆabm
2 ~2t ,2B!.
From Eqs. ~C12! and the self-adjointness of the linear-
ized collision operator CabL , we can derive the following
equations:
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TaMmn
ab [TaK E d3v(
k'
^~Yˆ am1Zˆ am!~Hˆ abn
2*1Iˆabn
1*!&ensL
52 (
a8,b8
Ta8K E d3v 1f a8M (k' $^~Hˆ a8am1* 1Iˆa8am2* !e2iLa8Ca8b8L @~Hˆ a8bn1 1Iˆa8bn2 !eiLa8,~Hˆ b8bn1 1Iˆb8bn2 !eiLb8#&ens
1^~Hˆ a8bn
2* 1Iˆ
a8bn
1* !e2iLa8C
a8b8
L
@~Hˆ a8am
2
1Iˆ
a8am
1
!eiLa8,~Hˆ b8am
2
1Iˆb8am
1
!eiLb8#&ens%L ~C14!
TaNmn
ab [TaK E d3v(
k'
^~Yˆ am1Zˆ am!~Hˆ abn
1*1Iˆabn
2*!&ensL
5(
a8
Ta8K E d3v 1f a8M (k' F K ~Hˆ a8bn1* 1Iˆa8bn2* !
3S ]]t1i~vE1vDa!1v in8D
3~Hˆ a8am
1
1Iˆ
a8am
2
!L
ens
2 K ~Hˆ a8am2* 1Iˆa8am1* !S ]]t
1i~vE1vDa!1v in8D ~Hˆ a8bn2 1Iˆa8bn1 !L
ens
L .
Using the self-adjointness of CabL again, we find
TaMmn
ab 5TbMnm
ba
, TaNmn
ab 52TbNnm
ba
. ~C15!
From the symmetry properties given by Eqs. ~C9!, ~C11!,
and ~C13!, it is shown that
Mmn
ab @B,$fˆ ~ t !%#5Mmn
ab @2B,$fˆ ~2t !%# ,
~C16!
Nmn
ab @B,$fˆ ~ t !%#52Nmn
ab @2B,$fˆ ~2t !%# .
Finally, using Eqs. ~C15! and ~C16!, and noting that
^(LA)mnab &[Mmnab 1Nmnab , we obtain the Onsager symmetry of
the quasilinear anomalous transport matrix,
Ta^~LA!mn
ab @B,$fˆ ~ t !%#&5Tb^~LA!nm
ba @2B,$fˆ ~2t !%#&,
~C17!
which is the same as given by Eq. ~48!.
When the parallel correlation length for the fluctuations
is much shorter than the equilibrium scale length, we can use
the Fourier transform for spatial variation of the fluctuations
along the magnetic field lines and a procedure similar to the
above shows that, in this case, the Onsager symmetry is valid
for the local quasilinear anomalous transport coefficients
~without taking the magnetic-surface-average!,
Ta~LA!mn
ab @B,$fˆ ~ t !%#5Tb~LA!nm
ba @2B,$fˆ ~2t !%# .
~C18!
Furthermore, if we use the simple Krook collision model
Ca
L(hˆ aeiLa) 5 2nahˆ aeiLa, we find that the quasilinear trans-
port coefficients (LA)mnab 5dab(LA)mna are given by Eqs. ~50!
and that their antisymmetric parts that correspond to Nmnab
vanish.
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